**Preliminaries in Oratory Set For Next Week**

Preliminaries of The Elon oratorical contest will be held Wednesday, February 23, at 3:15 p.m., with heats scheduled Thursday, February 24, at 3:15, both in Elon I11.

The contest is in connection with the speech festival; judges are selected by the executors of oratory, The Elon. The preliminaries are not scheduled to be open to the public; anyone who wishes may attend.

These entering are Joyce Blackmore, Polly Scott, Soni Bella Campbell, Morgan Adams, Elvire Franklin, Bob Rowland, Bob Hathorn, Anne Thompson, Frances Rutledge and 7. C. Porter.

**Round Here**

By SALLY AMMERMAN

Professor Kirk wanted to take a piece of music as he asked, "Do you see any other members of the band?"

"I see, Sir," said Stover.

"No, but I have a second hand watch.

It was said that when we were singing "Scotland's Burns of Heart" in class, some student woke up with the song in his head. Stover smiled. "I don't know why—okay."

Werner Wiser asked if anyone knew the difference between Florence Dorney and Doris Gooch. Joe Cannon was probably thought you were smelling ice cream. This is true. Doris got real and decided to polish all the furniture in the room. All the time she was doing it, she thought the polish smelled rather queer, but she went on. Then she discovered that she had used a bottle of vanilla flavored instead of furniture polish.

When someone wondered why it had suddenly gotten so cold, he was told, "It's dark. You know—x's Folsomville."

Dr. Steim admitted to one of his students that he had written an article on the subject of Karl Marx. A few weeks ago some people were proven thought you were smelling ice cream. This is true. Doris got real and decided to polish all the furniture in the room. All the time she was doing it, she thought the polish smelled rather queer, but she went on. Then she discovered that she had used a bottle of vanilla flavored instead of furniture polish.

When someone wondered why it had suddenly gotten so cold, he was told, "It's dark. You know—x's Folsomville."

Dr. Steim admitted to one of his students that he had written an article on the subject of Karl Marx. A few weeks ago some people were proven thought you were smelling ice cream. This is true. Doris got real and decided to polish all the furniture in the room. All the time she was doing it, she thought the polish smelled rather queer, but she went on. Then she discovered that she had used a bottle of vanilla flavored instead of furniture polish.

When someone wondered why it had suddenly gotten so cold, he was told, "It's dark. You know—x's Folsomville."

**“Family Portrait” Presented Here**

**Boys Have Hectic Trip**

Recently on Monday morning at 4 o'clock, Elvire Franklin, Harriett Collier, and Elmo Pogue boarded the panel car to announce the premiering question that they will long remember. The boys left Elon College at 4 o'clock. The panel car reached Newport at 5 o'clock. There was a 25-mile jump. The boys were to arrive at Newport at 7 o'clock before the sun rose on the east side of the road. They slammed into the side of Elmo's car, as it is not available. Records have already shown warning signs, and they were ever so close to bring down in those lives that an old Elmo who stated that he thinks the party in the other car was attempting to make Jesus become more real.

They reached Falconville about 1 a.m. They continued, moving slowly, through the fog and rain. Elmo kept the car running for the correct measurement. He started the car, but I finally reached his destination. He wanted to make Jesus become more real.

Walter Harvey is the known of the lyceum to support his wife in their home life of Christ that now been used in church services.
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Dear Ella Lee:

I am very glad to hear from you and I hope you are well. I am myself in good health and spirits.

I was very interested in your account of the speech festival. It sounds like a very enjoyable event. I am glad you had the opportunity to take part.

I hope you will write again soon.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

Try Telephone

Some people think the telephone is just for making phone calls. But did you know that it can also be used for other purposes? For example, you can use it to call your friends and family, or to keep in touch with people you care about.

But did you also know that you can use the telephone to make other calls? Yes, you can use it to make calls to doctors, hospitals, and other medical facilities. You can also use it to make calls to fire departments, police departments, and other emergency services.

So next time you think about using the telephone, remember that it's not just for making phone calls. It can also be used for other purposes as well. So go ahead and give it a try!

Sincerely,

[Signature]
W.H.C.s and Tagma Have Winter Functions

W.H.C. Supper

By BOONIE BERGER

The W.H.C. country supper, given Sat­

urday night at 7:30 in the edi­

tors, was an un­

usual event of the Winter.

The studio was decorated with straw and the coal oil lanterns added the 1-A atmosphere of the evening decorations.

The vaudeville numbers given by Margaret Shannon and Virginia Lee kept the group entertained. The numbers recently classified as the best of the United States, the Tagma and W.H.C. Club enthrall­

ed the group with a vaudeville show.

Several home economics students and their dates with a semi-formal dinner Thursday noon.

The menu consisted of your meal, ice cream, punch in party shell, orange juice, potato salad, buns, cake, ice cream, and lemonade. The tenderloin was an animal meal with the whole tenderloin as one compact, with apple and mint sauces, red currant jelly, and ice cream.

Those who attended were Christine Edwards, Juanita Gooch, Gladys Walker, Thomas Kirby, Jerome Chouteau, Coy Porter, and Miss Hopper. Thorthy Hunt was host and Gladys Wadlin was waitress.

Those who cooked and served the dinner were Ka breath Nash, J. Bland, Padgie Ellis, Irene Walker. Those who entertained this time will serve a dinner to those who served.

In My Opinion

Continued from Page 2

The third year of college has been the most intramural program that keeps something going all the time. Also, we have three good tennis courts, a swimming pool, and a gym that can take care of our extracurricular ef­

forts.

Much interest was shown in the basketball games, but participation in tennis was quite low, probably due to the fact that few thought they could swim enough to enter. The pool is open to about four hours a week, but not enough effort on our part in learning to swim would not be sufficient.

We take part in the various intramural games as they come alone. It is not bad, but it’s good for us.

After all, the highest 15 in the pro­

gram will receive jackets and medals, and they should have done some­

thing to deserve them.

Ruby Jean Wesson.
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Junior Girls Win Swimming Meet
by CARLAM PRISS

The intramural swimming tournament ended last week with the junior class placing first with a total of 27 points. The freshman class placed a close second with 26.5 points. The tournament was held on the Harding pool. Virginia Lee, freshman, was star of the tournament, taking four first places, two thirds, and one fourth for a total of 14 points. Little Lee Fred was second with one first, four seconds, and one third for a total of 36 points. Virginia Lee was the only representative of the freshman class until the very last part of the tournament. This really tied a good showing for her class with a little help would have put it on top. The events and winners are as follows: Free stroke—Virginia Lee first; Ellis Lee Fred, second; Birdie Ammerman, third; Side stroke—Virginia Lee, first; Ellis Lee Fred, second; Sally Ammerman, third; Back stroke—Ellis Lee Fred, first; Ruby Jean Wesson, second; Virginia Lee, third. Under water for distance: Virginia Lee, first; Ellis Lee Fred, second; Ruby Jean Wesson, third. Relay—Ruby Jean Wesson, first; Ellis Lee Fred, third. Surface dive—Ruby Jean Wesson, first; Ellis Lee Fred, second; Virginia Lee, third.

TIGERS-KANGAROOS.

The Tigers won their third straight victory from the Kangaroos in the volleyball court last Thursday, with a score of 21-4 in the first game and 21-13 in the second. In the first set the Kangaroos were unable to put up a fight that was any way compared to the Tigers’ kids. In the second game the Tigers, feeling pretty confident, began to show up and the Kangaroos took advantage. The Grizzlies begin to arrive down to some real ball playing which they had failed to show during the first game. And for a while it seem like they were going to defeat their opponents, but the Tigers pulled out the lead once more to take that set.

GRIZZLIES-TIGERS.

The Grizzlies were the underdogs in the two games from the undefeated Tigers. Thursday evening they fought hard into a second place tie with the Kangaroos. The Tigers won the first set by a score of 21-13 in the second set and 21-12.